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EARTH, FIGURE AND ROTATION

The exci¡ation ¿nd ionization cross section ibr the 5577-Á uan-
sition in ox,vgen peaks àt 20 ÈV, ;¡nd che ionrz¿tion cross section
ior the nitrogen molecule peaks at ¿bout 100 eV. The cxcitation
closs secr ion oi  the O( lS) stat :  is  o i  rhe order of  2.5x 16-18 .* ' )
¿nd much less tharr the cross section for che Nx(AJ:) state, which

has a peak value of 2.5 x t 0 
- l7 cml. Even so, the ;'ellow-green line

ar 3577 Ã is much sronger than the Vegard-Kaplan band in the

aurora, wtrich originates trom the N1(Ár:) shte. Both emissions.
however, ¿re due to so-called forbidden uansitíons.

ATIRORA AND BIRKEI.AND'S CURREIVTS

As rhe aurora is c¿used mosdy by intense electron beams entering
the atmosphere from iacerplaneury space, there ¿re eiecuic¿l cur-
rents related to au¡o¡al displays. These currents iorm loops which
create magneric Êeld variations that c¿n be observed on the ground.
This was tì¡st observed during che wrnrer oi 174l-1742 by Oloi
Peter Hioner (1696-1750), an assist¿n! to Celsius. Since then the
magneric fìeld fluctuations at high laurudes were used ¿s indicators
oi ¿uroral ùctiviry, even iJ the aurora cannot be seen due ro overcast
or sunlight.

The Norwegan physicist Kristian OlaI Birkeland (1867-1917)
posrulared at about the tum of che n¡¡encieth cenrury cha¡ the
pafiicle beams c¡eating the ¿u¡oral displays are entenng the atmo-
sphere from the outside and follow the E¿nh's magnetic Êeld lines
toward the poles. In doing so they carry with them the clectrical
curren$ which have to be closed in loops. One pan of the loop is
thereiore ¿ currenr in che E¿¡th's etmosphere parallel to the Eanh's
surface along or adjacent to the ¿woral ¿rcs. This cuÍent is
condnued along magrreric field li¡es coward and away kom space,
where they are closed in rhe magnetosphere far away from the
Ea¡th. The problem of the exact closu¡e of the rnwa¡d ¿nd ou¡¿ard
Êeid-aligned or Bi¡keland's curren[s in space is still unsolved, and
has formed the basis for several saællite expenments. The exact
relaoonshíp beween these cur¡ents and the au¡oral tbrms is also
en open quesdon, especially because the downward curent can
eirher be formed by up-going negacive ions or electrons or down-
going positive ions, and the up-going cunent cån be camed by the
charged parcicles in the opposite modons. Large positive-ion beams
reaching into space from the polar regions dunng auroral displays
have in fact been observed.

Additional Reading

Brekke, A. and Egeland, A. (1983). The Northem hþt. Spnnger,
Berlin.

Eather, R. H. (1980). Maiestic Liglits. American Geophysical
Union, Washing¡on, DC.

Iones, A. V. (1974). Atzora. Reidel, Dordrecht.
Omholt, A. (197I). The Optical Aurora. Springeç Berlin.
See aßo Earth, Geomagnetic Stormsr Earth, Magnetosphere and
Mag¡etotail.

Earth, Eigure and Rotation

Kurt Iømbeck

The Earth's shape and rotation are time-honored subiecæ in the
snrdy of our planet Both have thei¡ roots in nineæenth-cennrry
mathematics and both h¿ve received renewed âttetrtion with the
dwelopment of modem rcchtroiogies in astronomy and geophysics.
Both subiects aæ of intrinsic scientific htelest whose underst¿nd-
i¡8 æquires a knowledge of physics, ma¡þsm¡tics, aud the Ea¡tb
sciences. They also form essentid parts of otlrer areâs of science.
The charting of a saælliæ a¡ound the Earth requires a det¿iied
knowledæ of the Ea¡th's shape and gravity ffeld and the high-preci-

sron maneuvenng ot planetary space probes requires precise intor-
mation on the onentauon (the rot¿tion) of che Eanh in space. In
both exampies rhe needs could not be met by the classic¿l ter¡es-
trial and astronomical merhods, and it is the space methods
themselves rh¿t are responsible for the improved knowledge of the
gavrty Êeld and rotation of the planet.

SHAPE AND GRAWTY OF THE EARTH

When geophysicisæ descnbe rhe shape of che Eanh they reter not
so much to the geomemc shape or topography as to the shape of its
consÞnt gravitarional surf¿ces. For a fluid body, the geometnc
shape tends to match the graviørional shape. The shape and
gravrty of the planet ¿re the¡efore rwo closeiy linked quandties.
Cravity measured on the Eanh's su¡face vanes from place to place
for several reasons. First, che distance of the point of measurement
from the cenrer of mass of the planet is not the same werywhere.
Second, the apparent force oI grevity a[ any point ror¿Èing wrth the
Earrh is the sum of the atuacdon of the remainder of rhe planet
and of the cenrifugal fo¡ce. This latter componenr vanes with the
la¿irude of the measurement poinr. Third, any irregulandes in the
mass distribution within the Eanh produce spadal vanacions in
graviry. Ceophysicists measure the gravrty or shape oi the Ea¡th as
ù me¿ns of deducing rhis intemal densiry srrucru¡e and constrarn-
ing models of crustal evolution or mande dynamrcs, Èhereby con-
tnbuting to rhe undersunding of rhe dynamic processes that have
shaped the planet through time.

The centrifugal component represents onJy abour 0.3% of the
gravitarional force. Yet it has played a major role in shaping rhe
Earth. At the equator the centrifugal force is a maximum, but of
opposite sign to the attraction. At the poles the centrifugal force
vanishes. If the pianet responded as a fluid to the latirude-depen-
dent force, then the Eanh's shape would be an ellipsoid of revoiu-
tion with its shon axis di¡ected along the rot¿rion alas. Indeed rhe
Eanh's shape in the fust approximation is such a shape, with a
diilerence in equatorial and polar radü of about 21 km. This
indicates that when subject to forces over long periods of time the
planet responds essentially as if it were a fluid.

If the response of the Earth ro úte centrifugal force were com-
plete, then the planet would be in a st¿te of hydrostatic equilibrium
in which all constant density surfaces also appronmate ellipsoids
of revolution. The figure of the E¿nh would not be very interestrng.
Upon closer observaEon the shape of the planet deuiates from che
idealized equilibrium figwe by a few hund¡ed meters and a more
precise deffnition of tlre shape is required. This is the geoid, a level
or equipotential surface that closely appronmates the oc€an sur-
face. At se¿ the geoid can be determined directly from gravity
meâsurements and on land the shape can be inferred from gravity
measurements and heights, measwed by spirit leveling above sea
lwel.

Traditionally the gravity measu¡ements were laboriously made
using gravity meters and global coverage of the dat¿ was limiæd.
But even with such incompleæ data, it was rerli?ed that these
obsen'ations poinæd to a platret th¿t was out of equilibrium, with
laæral variations in its interior.

Over the past ferv decades a powerfr.rl new method has become
available for measwing the Ea¡th's gravlty ûeld or gravit¿tiotral
poæntial. The motion of a sateiliæ about the Eârth is afiecæd by
the gravitational attraction of the planet. For a spherically symmet-
ric planet this motion would be an ellipse following Keple/s laws.
For an oblaæ spheroid this ellipse would preccss in space. The
ca¡efi:l moaitoring. of a saællitds motion reveels small pertr¡¡ba-
tions superimposed upon the precessi.g.elliptic motion, and this
perruts the gravitational ff.eld to be deduccd if one accounts cor-
rectly for otùer forces, ¡¡sluding sol¿r radiratioû pressure, drag
fo¡ces ftom â tenuou¡¡ atm.osphere at saællite elevations, and the
gravitational attraction of the Sun and Moon- Early results ob-
t¡ined soon afær the launch of tlre fi¡st saælliæs con-ûrmed the
conclusions d¡awn ftom the ærrestrial meâsurerne¡.ts. A vigorous
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Figure 1. The shape of the Earth. The contours represent the depamrres of the geoid from a
best-fiaing eilipsoid. The dashed line indic¿tes zero geoid height, and the contour inrewal is 5 m.
[Frcm Lambeck, K., Geophysicai Geodesy, the Slow Deformations of Eanh, Oxiord Unversity
ness h98B) .l

debate developed as to whether these graviry or geoid anomalies
reflected condiuons earþ in the Eanh's history, as appears to be the
case for rhe Moon, or whether they reflected dynamic processes
occurring within the mantle. These eariy results were to play an
important role in concludiag that the Earth's mantle is â convect-
rng region and that the Earth is a mobile planet indeed.

As the accuracy of aacking of satellites has increased and the
understanding of the other forces has improved, so has tire spatial
resoludon of the geoid improved (Fig. I ). Further improvements for
very high-resolution measurements of the geoid have come from
radar alumete¡ observations of satellite height above t}re ocean
surface f¡om which the shape of tlle geoid (¡elative to the sarelli¡e
o¡bit) can be deduced direcdy. As a resuit, the graviry field is now
one of the best-known geophysical quantities of the Earth.

The interpretatron of the ffeld is actually more of â problem. The
existence of graity or geoid anomalies indicates either (l) that
lateral densiry anomalies occru, in which case re¡lons of the planet
must be sufficiendy strong to support such anomalies, or (2) the
anomalies are supponed dynamicaily by convection cur¡ens. It is
now widely accepted that for the longer-wavelength variations, as
illustraæd in Fig. 1, the latter interpreøuon is correcr. However,
the estimation of the density anomalies and the mapping of these
convection currents remarn an rnsoluble problem. They key diffi-
culty is the nonuniqueness of the interpretation of a potential field.
An i¡finiæ number of density disuibutions can, in principle, give
rise to the same gravity anomaly. Oniy a few of these will be
plausible within a framework set by otìer geophysical observauons
and models, but what is plausible to one geophysicist may be
improbable to another! Other suppordng geophysical observarions
are required and one of the exciting recent developments has been
the tluee-dimensional mapping of the Earth's interior by seismic
methods.

Shoner-wavelength variations in grâvity and the geoid reflect
mainly laæral variations in the densiry of the crust and uppermost
mantle. When used in conjunction with seismic and geological
data rhey permit modeis of tectonic history to be established, from
which conclusions may be d¡awn about crustal evolurion and the
forces acting on the crust or, about the likelihood of hydrocarbon or
mine¡al deposiæ.

ROTATION OF THE EARTH

At fìrst glance, changes rn the rotation of the Eanh may seem to be
relauvely simple: response of an oblate planet to rhe gavitauonaÌ
torques exened upon it by the Sun and Moon. This variaÈon is the
precession in which the rosuon axis traces out a circular path
against the star bacþound abour the pole of the ecliptic. Superim-
posed upon this are minor oscillations, the nutauons, produced by
the periodic flucruations in these gravitationai torques. if the Eanh
were ngid this would be a matlemaucal problem of little physical
in¡e¡est. The acrual problem is both more complex and compelling.

As pan of the precession and.nutauon the Eanh's roation axrs is
not quite 6xed relative to the crusr. It is also predicted to trace out
a penodic path abour some everage position fixed in the crust. This
is the nutation predicted by Leonhard Euler in 1765. For a ngrd
Eanh the period of this motion should be about 305-310 days, and
is derermined direcdy by the oblateness. For over a cenrury, disdn-
guished mathemaucians and astronomers sought ln vain for obser-
varional evidence for this term, only to have an amateur as-
tronomer point out that it actuaily occurs with a penod of about
430 days and an amplitude of about 0.I a¡csec. The cor¡ecuon
from 310 days is now well understood in terms of the Eanh's
depam.ue from rigidiry due to iæ fluid core, anelastic mande, and
oceans.

The Chandler wobbie, as it is now known, represens a free
oscillation of the Earth. If it persists, as it has for the past 100 years
or more, it must be condnually excited to overcome the damprng
efiects of lntemal friction. The natu¡e of this excitation mecha-
nism and where the rotãtional energy is dissipated remarn un¡e-
solved quesdons whose soiutions must leåd through solid Earth
physics, seismology, geomagnetism, oceanography, and meteorol-
ogy. ls the wobble excited by aperiodic changes in the spatial
distribution of air mass, or is it o<cited by eanhquakesi Is the
wobble energy dissipaæd in the oceans o¡ in the solid Eanh?
Answers to these quesuons have important consequences for other
areas of geophysics.

The uaditional observation of polar morion has used the meth-
ods of optical astromery, by measuring the zenit} disunce of
known stars at the time of meridian transit. The accuracy of these



results is reli¡rrvely low compared with the methods ol very long
l¡aseline rccio interferometr.u {VLBI). The new record is stìll too

shon ro resolve questions rbout the Chandler rvobble, but it rs

su.tlìciendy promrsing to grve the subiect a new lease on liJe.
In ¿ddi¡ion ro the 430-,Jay wobble oi che rot¿tion rtis rel¿clve to

tlte crusc, ¿n ¿nnual oscillation oi comparable amplirude is aiso

observed, and is readily explained in terms of:r seasonal redistribu-
tion of mass in the atmosphere, hydrosphere, and oceans. A long-
penod oscillation of dec¿de time scale has also been reponed and

artributed to dre dynamics of the core. Buc this may be a Êgment of

the noisy asuonomical data and its qristence rem¿rins to be verified

when long senes of new observations become ¿vailable. Better

eshblished is a small secula¡ drift of the pole in a rvesterly direc-

tron at a r¿te of about 0.002 yr-'. This is generally attributed to

the inte¡acdon between the melting of the ice sheets in the Late

Pleistocene dme and a deformable Eanh.
A thrrd espect oI the Eanh's roauon concems the angu.tar

veloci¡y about rhe instantaneous roadon. ¿xis. Àstronomers have

tradiqonally observed the time oI uansi¡ of stars iìcross theu

meridian; the interval between successive uansits oi che same sta¡

deærmrnes rhe length oi the day. Successive observations rndicate

¡hat the quendry varies perceptibly hom day to dav, and that the

cime kept by the Earth is not unilorm when compared wtth highly

accr¡raæ clocks. Typically, the length of the day tlucruates by about

I pert in i08, or about 0.001 s. lf this change persists, ìroweve¡, the

integrated amount by which the Eanh is slow or iast becomes very

siglificant.
The observed quandry is the diJlerence r between the time kept

by the Earth, unrversal time (UT), ¿nd a uniJorm reierence cime,

¿tom-rc time (AT) o¡, by definition

r :  _ ( u T _ A T ) ,

and the change in length of day À(l.o.d.) is

Å ( l . o . d . )  d r
-

t . o . d .  d t

Atomic trme has only been ¿vailable slnce about 1955, and beiore
thar the reference time had to be esublished from the asüonomic¿l

observations themselves, using a time scale that sadsfied the equa-

tions of motior of the Moon and planets (ephemens time, ET). ET
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was relatively poorly determined ¿nd, in consequence, only changes
in the length of the day that persisted ior long penods of time
(¿ 5-10 yr) could be observed. Aiter the inrroduction of acomic
clocks many short-period oscillations were noted. The spectrum of
dre proponional change in rhe lengh oi the day is illusuated
schematically in Fig. 2. At very low frequencies che dominant
change is a secula¡ slowing down oi the Eanh such rhat rhe lengúr
oi *re day is increasing at a rate of ¿bour 2 rns per cenrury.
Superimposed upon this are irregular oscilladons oi characteristic
time scales of several decades and ¿mplitudes oi up to L Dart in
107. Seasonal tenns are also pronounceà, *ith 

"*ptiLdes 
oi about

I part in l0o, ¿s are shorter-period terms of about 28 and 14 days
¿nd a host oi irregular fluctuadons with dme constants as short as
a day.

The expianation for these various irregularitres again lies in rhe
Earth's depam-rres l¡om being a rigd body or from forces acting on
the planet. The fr¡ll explanauon again demands inquiry over the
whole range of Earth sciences. One cause is the tidal deformarion
of the Eanh. Periodic changes in the lunar o¡bit as well as i¡ rhe
Eartlr's orbic inrroduce cidal deformacions in the planer's oceâns as
weil as in its solid part-the Eanh cides. The concom-rrant changes
in the inenia tensor modify the planet's rotauon, producing peri-
odic changes in the len$h of the day at Ì4 and 28 days (the lunar
tides) ¿nd rt six months (the principal solar ¡ide). À more insidious
result is that che lag in rhe Earth's tidal response co rhe gravita-
cionâl ¿ttrâction oI the Moon or Sun produces ¿ smail secula¡
torque that slows the planet down. The eflect is very small lrom
day to day, but over centunes ir becomes more sigrrilìcant.

The seasonal changes are primariJy rhe result of angular-
momentum exchange berween the solid Eanh and the atmosphere.
Winds exen torques on rhe pÌanet and modify its rotatron by
measurable amounrs. Much of rhe high-frequenry signa.l in the
Iengh-of-day spectrum is also of meteorologrcal orign. The large
vanadons on time scales of decades cannot be attnbuted to the
redistribuuon of mass or angular momenn¡m of the outer fluid
pans of che Earth; the angular momentum oi úre atmosphere
relauve to the Eanh is wholly inadequate to produce changes rn the
length of the day approachrng I pan in 107. The cause must be
sought in relaúve mouons between the co¡e and mantle, with ¡he
coupling besween the rwo being generally attributed to electromag-
netic interactions.

Frcquency (cycles year-t )

Figure 2. The schemadc spectrum of fluctuations in the length of the day and obsewational er¡or
spectra. lErcm I-ambeck, K., Geophysic¿l Geodesy, ttre Slow De{orm¿tions of Eatl., Oxþrd
rJniversity Press ft98Ù .1
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The i:regular natwe of many of the fiuctuauons in the Earth's
rotåtion makes it difficult to predict furure changes and the motion
needs to be continually monitored. In nrm, the obsewatrons pro-
vide constaints on a wide range of other geophysical problems.

TIME DEPENDENCE OF TTTE EARTH'S STIAPE

If the deformations of the planet play an importânt part in the
body's rotation, then what changes in shape can also be e¡<pecrcdl
The tidal deformations of the solid planet are one example in
which the surf¿ce is displaced radially by up to 20-30 cm with a
range of tidal frequencies. The irreguiar rotation iuelf changes the
cendfugal force, which funhe¡ deforms the Earth by amounts that
can be measwed with modem insmrmentaúon. On longer time
scales the Earth is deforrrring in response to the unioading of the
Iast gleat ice sheets a¡d the redistribution of the melt water into
the oceans. One measurable eftect is a change i¡ the Earth's
obiateness through a nonuniform precession of,saæilirc orbits
about the Earth and tluough changes irr the planetary rotåtion.
More locally che efiect is ¿ ¡ebound of the crust bene¿th the
formerly glaciated regrons of Fennoscandia, currently at maximum
rates of nearþ I cm yr- I. This indeed ofters a good illust¡ation of a
mobile pianet.

Additional Reading

Iefireys, H. (1970). The Earth, (5th ed.). Cambridge Universiry
Press, Cambridge.

Kaula, W. M. (1967). Satellite Geodesy. Blaisdell, Waltham.
Lambeck, K (1980). The Earth's Variable Rotation. Cambridge

University Press, Cambridge.
Lambeck, K. (1988). Geophysical Geodesy, the Slow Deformations

of the Eanh. Oxford Universicy Press, Odord.
See also Coordinates and Reference Svstems; Time and Clocks.

Earth, Geomagnetic Storms

Daniel N. Baker

The outermost pan of the Earth's atmospheric envelope is called
the magr.etosphere. This region excends to about l0 Earth radii
(RE; I R6: 6375 km) on the dayside of the planet and st¡etches in
an extended magnetotåi.I, miliions of kilometers long on the rught-
side of the Earth (Fig. 1). As the tenn magnetosphere implies, tJ.is
pan of the ter¡estrial atmosphere is dominated by the Earth's
magnetic ffeld and is Êlled with a tenuous gas of ionized panicles (a
plasma) whose properues have been measured by direct in situ
probes.

Geomap.etic stoÍns âre maior disturbances in the magneto-
sphere. As the name suggests, such storms manifest themselves by
global changes (for periods of hours to days) in the magneuc (and
elecuic) fields su¡¡oundiag the Ëarth. Storms also produce pro-
found changes in the energy distributions and spatial locaúons of
the plasmas filling the magnetosphere. Mode¡ate magneric storms
may occr¡r relatively frequentiy (every month or so), but really iarge
srorms due to major solar distu¡bances usually occur at intervals of
many years. Geomagnetic storms often produce huge disturbances
in the polar ionosphere, and inænse auroral luminosity can reach
over much of the highlautude ponions of the Earth. Low-latitude
magretomeærs on the Eanh's su¡face can register changes of up to
- Iolo of the normal ambient Êeld. Such changes in the magneúc
field can have significant efiects on navigation, resource explo-
racion. and otàer human activities.

Geomagnetic storms have been known since ancient dmes.
Thei¡ efiects we¡e noted by asrute obsewers using magrredzed
needles suspended by thin tlueads. Today geomagnetic storms are

Figure 1. A simpliÂed, cutåway diagram of the Earth's mâgneto-
sphere showing the magnetopause, the magnetotai.l, the plasma
sheet in the central part of the magnetotai.l, and tàe ring current
region. The Sun is far oft to the left of this picture and the solar
wind plasma flows suongly toward the nght in the diagram,
confining the magnetosphere to its cometåry shape. Surrounding
ttre Earth is an exospheric region (the hydrogen geocorona) of
neusal H atoms. (a) The radial dependence of e:rospheric hydro-
gen atom density which determines charge exchange liJedmes.
(b) A schematic diagram showing a charge-exchange collision
wrth an exospheric hydrogen atom that convefts an energEtic
ring current ion into an energeuc neusal atom- ( Adapted by
permßsion from Roelof and Williams, 1988.)

documented by systemauc measurements from worldwide net-
works of sensitive ground-based magrietometer stâuons. The physi-
cal causes of geomagr.etic storms have been greatJy iÌluminated in
recent years by detaiJed measurements f¡om Eanh-orbiung space-
craft.

OBSF:RWD PIIAS.ES OF U¡GNNTIC S?ORMS

The geomagrr.etic storm is conveniendy described in terms of the
horizonul (H) component of the Earth's surface magrretic freld at
low lautudes. The dominant contribuuon to the surface field is due
to the dynamo-produced inmnsic field which emerges from the
molten iron-nickel core of the Eanh. Near tÏe Earth, this intnnsic
field is approximately described as a magrredc dipole such as
would arise from a iarge bar magrret near the Eanh's center,
slightly tilted with respect to the planetary rotâdon axis. The
equatorial field suength from this dipole is - j G (acrually, 3.1 I x
10- I G : 3.1I x 10-4 T). The magnedc Êeld from the Earth's core
can change quite dramatically, somerimes even reversrrg pola¡ity,
but these changes only occur over very long time scales ( - 106 yr).
Thus, for most practical purposes, the inmnsic freld of the Ea¡th
can be considered constant.

The measured magrretrc field, however, is subiect to quite rapid
and substantiai changes due to efiects extemal to the Earth's
surface. These extemal magnedc effects are produced by large-scaie
electicaÌ crùrents flowing in and around the magrretosphere. The
ma¡gr.etosphere is formed and maintarned by the flow of the hot,
continuously expanding solar corona (the soiar wrnd). In conûning
the magnetosphere into iæ elongated cometary shape, the errer-
changing solar wind contorts and dismrts the size and shape of the
mag¡letosphere. The embedded ma¡greric Êeld in the solar wind
flow (the inærplanetary magnetrc field, IMF) inte¡acts and inter-
connects in complex ways with the Earth's magnedc field, uansfer-
ring varying ¿mor¡nts of mass and energy f¡om the solar wind i¡to
the magnetosphere.


